
6 STATISTICS OF INCOME.

From the preceding table it appears that more than one-fourth
(26.38 per cent) of the total net income reported was returned by
persons with incomes of from $3,000 to $10,000, nearly one-haif
(49.5 per cent) by those with incomes of from $3,000 to $30,000, and
more than three-fourths (76.2 per cent) by those with incomes of
less than $150,000. While 98.5 per cent of the total number of
returns filed represented incomes of less than $100,000, the lh per
cent; representing incomes of $100,000 or more, reported nearly one-
third of the total net income and nearly throe-fourths of the total tax.

EXEMPTIONS FROM NORMAL TAX (PERSONAL RETURNS).

While the total net income reported in the personal returns
amounted in the year 1916 to $6,298,577,620, only about 40 per cent
of this amount was subject to the normal tax. Specific exemptions
of $3,000 and $4,000 were allowed to single and married persons or
heads of families, respectively, and 25 per cent of the total net income
was exempted under this head. Dividends, moreover, were not
subject to the normal tax, and in 1916 dividends represented 33.92
per cent of the total net income returned.
Total net income of personal returns—the amount exempted from normal lax, the net

income subject to normal tax, and corresponding percentages.

Distribution.

Personal exemption
Less (class $3,000-$4,000 exemptions exceed net income)

Net personal exemption
Dividends

Total exemptions
Net income subject to normal t ax . . .

Total net income returned

$1,643,310,000
53,228,895 \

1,590,081,105 :

2,13(5,4(38,625 '

3,726,549,730
2.572,027,890

6,298,577,620 \

25.24
33. 92

59.16
40.84

100. 00

CLASSIFICATION BY SEX AND CONJUGAL CONDITION (PERSONAL
RETURNS).

It is not possible to classify taxpayers accurately by sex and
conjugal conditions, owing to the fact that 81.25 per cent of the
returns are made by heads of families including joint returns of
husband and wife. However, it is possible to show separately the
returns made by married women and to classify by sex the taxpay-
ers who were not heads of families. The significant facts in this
connection which it is possible to derive from the returns are set
forth in the two summary tables immediately following:
Distribution of incomes by sex and conjugal condition—Summary from Tables S and 4-

Distribution.

Heads of families, including joint returns of hus-
band and wife

Married women making returns separate from
husbands

All other:
Male
Female

Total.

! Per cent of
Net income. I total net

income.

$4,934,804,725 \

193,482,535 j

755,531,225 !
414,759,135 !

6,298,577,620 j

78.35

3.07

12.00
6.58

100.00
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